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Slow-wave oscillations, the predominant brain rhythm during sleep, are composed of Up/Down cycles. Depolarizing Up-states involve
activity in layer 5 (L5) of the neocortex, but it is unknown how diverse subtypes of neurons within L5 participate in generating and
maintaining Up-states. Here we compare the in vivo firing patterns of corticopontine (CPn) pyramidal cells, crossed-corticostriatal (CCS)
pyramidal cells, and fast-spiking (FS) GABAergic neurons in the rat frontal cortex, with those of thalamocortical neurons during Up/
Down cycles in the anesthetized condition. During the transition from Down- to Up-states, increased activity in these neurons was highly
temporally structured, with spiking occurring first in thalamocortical neurons, followed by cortical FS cells, CCS cells, and, finally, CPn
cells. Activity in some FS, CCS, and CPn neurons occurred in phase with Up-nested gamma rhythms, with FS neurons showing phase delay
relative to pyramidal neurons. These results suggest that thalamic and cortical pyramidal neurons are activated in a specific temporal
sequence during Up/Down cycles, but cortical pyramidal cells are activated at a similar gamma phase. In addition to Up-state firing
specificity, CCS and CPn cells exhibited differences in activity during cortical desynchronization, further indicating projection- and
state-dependent information processing within L5.
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Introduction
The neocortex exhibits two major activity states: a slow-wave
(SW) state in which neurons fluctuate between hyperpolarized

“Down-states” and depolarized “Up-states” occurring at low fre-
quencies, and a continuously depolarized state [desynchronized
(DS)-state; Metherate and Ashe, 1993; Steriade et al., 1993;
Cowan and Wilson, 1994]. Gamma-band (30 – 80 Hz) oscilla-
tions are nested within Up-states (Valencia et al., 2013), and
GABAergic fast-spiking (FS) cells are essential for their genera-
tion (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Sohal et al., 2009). During
SWs, the strengths of synaptic connections are modified to re-
structure cortical circuits in response to previous experiences oc-
curring during awake states (Louie and Wilson, 2001; Euston et
al., 2007). For this synaptic modification to occur, the neocortex
is thought to interact with multiple memory subsystems within
the hippocampus, basal ganglia, and cerebellum. Up-states in
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Significance Statement

Patterned activity in neocortical electroencephalograms, including slow waves and gamma oscillations, is thought to reflect the
organized activity of neocortical neurons that comprises many specialized neuron subtypes. We found that the timing of action
potentials during slow waves in individual cortical neurons was correlated with their laminar positions and axonal targets. Within
gamma cycles nested in the slow-wave depolarization, cortical pyramidal cells fired earlier than did interneurons. At the start of
slow-wave depolarizations, activity in thalamic neurons receiving inhibition from the basal ganglia occurred earlier than activity
in cortical neurons. Together, these findings reveal a temporally ordered pattern of output from diverse neuron subtypes in the
frontal cortex and related thalamic nuclei during neocortical oscillations.
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SWs are thought to be initiated by activity in layer 5 (L5) pyra-
midal cells (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000; Chauvette et
al., 2010; Lőrincz et al., 2015), but thalamic activity may also
contribute to the SW generation (Crunelli and Hughes, 2010;
David et al., 2013; Lemieux et al., 2014). Previously, we found that
cells in various thalamic nuclei are diverse in their preferred tim-
ing of action potential generation during Up/Down cycles (Ushi-
maru et al., 2012); neurons in thalamic nuclei receiving input
from the basal ganglia, and neurons in the reticular (Rt) nucleus,
exhibit increases in activity during the transition from Down- to
Up-states, while those receiving input from the cerebellum ex-
hibit more temporally distributed activity.

In the frontal cortex, L5 pyramidal cells comprise multiple
subtypes that can be segregated by their external projections. One

prominent subtype, corticopontine
(CPn) neurons, issues collaterals to the
ipsilateral striatum (the input nucleus
of the basal ganglia) and pontine nuclei,
which provide innervation to the cere-
bellum. Crossed-corticostriatal (CCS) cells,
which innervate both sides of the striatum
(Wilson, 1987; Lei et al., 2004), are an-
other prominent subtype of L5 pyramidal
neuron. Because the firing patterns in tha-
lamic nuclei receiving cerebellar or basal
ganglia outputs differ during the SW- and
DS-states, we hypothesized that similar
state-dependent differences in firing pat-
terns may also exist in CCS and CPn cells,
which might temporally segregate cortical
output to basal ganglia and cerebellar
memory subsystems. Furthermore, CCS
and CPn cells can be differentiated ac-
cording to their cortical depth, and their
projections to the parahippocampal areas,
or the spinal cord, correspondingly differ
between sublayers (Morishima and Kawa-
guchi, 2006; Hirai et al., 2012; Ueta et al.,
2014). Therefore, it is possible that the fir-
ing characteristics of CCS and CPn neu-
rons during SW- and DS-states vary
across sublayers.

In this study, we compared firing pat-
terns during SW- and DS-states in CCS,
CPn, and FS cells across several cortical
sublayers that are differentially targeted
by thalamic afferents (Shigematsu et al.,
2015), and compared these patterns with
those of neurons in thalamic nuclei inves-
tigated previously (Ushimaru et al., 2012).
We identified temporally ordered pat-
terns of activation of these subtype- and
sublayer-specific neuronal populations
during SW oscillations in an anesthetized
condition.

Materials and Methods
Electrophysiology: single-unit and local field po-
tential recordings and electrical stimulation. All
experiments were performed in accordance
with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of the National Insti-
tutes of Natural Sciences. Male Wistar rats (5
weeks old) were anesthetized with chloral hy-

drate (initial dose, 400 mg/kg, i.p.; supplemental doses of 80 mg/kg were
given intravenously through the femoral vein) and fixed on a stereotaxic
frame. Body temperature was maintained at 37°C throughout the exper-
iment with a heating pad.

Electrophysiological data were acquired using Axoclamp 2B amplifiers
(Molecular Devices) and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic De-
vices). Two electrodes were placed in the vicinity of the secondary motor
area (rostral medial agranular cortex; 2.7–3.7 mm anterior to bregma;
1.3–1.9 mm lateral to the midline; depth, 0.6 –2 mm). One glass pipette
filled with 0.5 M NaCl or 0.5 M KCl containing 2% Neurobiotin (w/v;
Vector Laboratories; resistance, 20 – 40 M�) was used for single-unit
recording. Voltage during unit recordings was filtered on-line at 0.3–3
kHz and was sampled at 16 kHz. The other glass pipette was used for local
field potential (LFP) recording; it was filled with 2 M NaCl (resistance,
15–25 M�) and was placed in L5b. Potentials for LFP recording were

Figure 1. Identification of CCS, CPn, and FS cells in the rat frontal cortex. A, Axonal projection sites for CCS and CPn cells. B,
Antidromic stimulation was used to identify CCS (a1–a4 ) and CPn (b1– b4 ) cells. In the case of an example CCS cell, spikes were
induced at constant latency (16 ms) by electrical stimulation of the contralateral striatum (red arrowheads; a1, a2). Spontaneous
spikes preceding stimulation suppressed stimulus-induced spikes when their intervals were shorter than 16 ms (a3, a4 ). In the
case of an example CPn cell, latency for spike induction was 7 ms (red arrowheads; b1, b2). Similarly, when the stimulation interval
was �7 ms, spike was suppressed (b3, b4 ). C, Morphologies of CCS (left) and CPn (right) cells recorded in layer 5b. Sublayers 2/3b,
5a, and 5b were identified on the basis of VGluT2 fluorescence immunohistochemistry (shown in grayscale). D, Unit spike wave-
forms of CCS, CPn, and FS cells. Duration of negativity (second phase) following the first positivity was measured. E, Spike durations
(second negative phase) were shorter in FS cells than in either CCS or CPn cells across all sublayers. Cell numbers are given in
parentheses. F, PV immunoreactivity of an FS cell (left), and its nonpyramidal dendritic pattern (right). Arrowheads, soma stained
intracellularly with Neurobiotin and positive for PV.
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filtered on-line at 0.1–200 Hz and were sam-
pled at 1200 Hz. We obtained LFPs without
extracellular unit spikes. The distance from the
L5b LFP recording electrodes to the unit re-
cording electrode was 1378 � 378 �m for
L2/3b cells (n � 13), 988 � 283 �m for L5a
cells (n � 27), and 776 � 333 �m for L5b cells
(n � 33; measured in fixed sections; see below).
In these configurations, raw field potentials are
well correlated, and Up start/end times are syn-
chronized between the two electrodes (Ushi-
maru et al., 2012).

To identify CCS and CPn cells, bipolar stim-
ulating electrodes were stereotaxically im-
planted in the contralateral striatum (0.5 mm
anterior to bregma; 3.0 mm lateral to the mid-
line; depth, 4.5 mm) and ipsilateral pontine
nuclei (6.2 mm posterior to bregma; 0.7 mm
lateral to the midline; depth, 9.3 mm) in each
animal. Stimulating electrodes consisted of two
stainless steel enamel-coated wires (sizes, 0.005
BF; stainless steel 304, H-ML, H-ML/ML bifi-
lar; California Fine Wire). For stimulation,
monophasic square-wave pulses (duration, 0.2
ms; intensity, 0.1–1 mA) were applied at 1 Hz.
Correct positioning of stimulation electrodes
was confirmed in fixed sections obtained from
the perfused brain.

Animal movements and LFPs recorded in
the cortex were carefully monitored to deter-
mine the anesthetic condition. At the end of
the anesthetic level cycle, we recorded a period
of 10 –20 s during which the animals showed
no signs of consciousness, despite having de-
synchronized LFPs (indicated by a cessation of
SWs). A supplemental dose of the anesthetic
was given after the DS-state recording.

Neuron labeling, immunohistochemistry, and
histology. At the end of each recording, the recorded neurons were labeled
by juxtacellular injection of Neurobiotin using a cyclic application of
positive current pulses (one cycle, 600 ms; 250 ms on/350 ms off; 1– 8 nA;
5–15 min; Pinault, 1996; Ushimaru et al., 2012). The site of LFP record-
ing with another 2 M NaCl-filled electrode was marked by coagulation
using positive current pulses (cycle, 7 s on/off; intensity, 10 �A; duration,
1–2 min).

One to two hours after injection, rats were perfused through the heart
with a prefixative solution [250 mM sucrose and 5 mM MgCl2 in a 0.02 M

phosphate-buffered (PB) solution], followed by 300 ml of fixative con-
taining 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.05% glutaraldehyde, and 0.2% picric
acid in 0.1 M PB solution. One hour after perfusion, the brain was re-
moved and kept in the same fixative overnight.

The fixed brains were cut into 50-�m-thick sections. For FS cells,
sections were incubated with Alexa Fluor 350-conjugated streptavidin
(1:200 or 1:500; S11249, Life Technologies) in 0.05 M Tris-buffered saline
(TBS) with 0.5% Triton X-100 (TX) for 1 h at room temperature. After
washing with TBS, sections that contained recorded cells were incubated
with a mouse antibody against parvalbumin (PV; 1:3000; P-3171, Sigma-
Aldrich) in TBS containing 10% normal goat serum, 2% bovine serum
albumin, and 0.5% TX in TBS overnight at 4°C. Sections were then
incubated with an Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated secondary antibody. To
identify cortical sublayers (Morishima et al., 2011; Ushimaru et al.,
2012), sections adjacent to the soma were incubated with a guinea pig
antibody against vesicular glutamate transporter type 2 (VGluT2; 1:2000;
AB2251, EMD Millipore) in TBS containing 10% normal goat serum, 2%
bovine serum albumin, and 0.1% TX in TBS overnight at 4°C. Sections
were then incubated with an Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated secondary an-
tibody. After sublayer identification of recorded cells, the sections were
incubated with avidin– biotin–peroxidase complex (1:100; Vector Labo-
ratories) in 0.05 M TBS with 0.1– 0.5% TX overnight at 4°C. After washing

in TBS, the slices were reacted with diaminobenzidine (DAB; 0.02%),
nickel ammonium sulfate (0.3%), and H2O2 (0.01%) in Tris-HCl buffer.

For CCS and CPn cells, labeled neurons were visualized using the
avidin– biotin–peroxidase complex and the DAB reaction. Next, sublay-
ers were identified by VGluT2 immunoreactivity, as described above.

In some sections, with the LFP recording site we performed fluorescence im-
munohistochemistry for the neurofilament heavy chain (NF-H) to confirm that
the recording area was M2 (Ueta et al., 2014). The sections were incubated over-
night with a mouse monoclonal antibody against NF-H (N-200 antibody,
1:1000; N0142, Sigma-Aldrich) and a guinea pig antibody against VGluT2, fol-
lowed by incubation with Alexa Fluor 488- and Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated
secondary antibodies, respectively.

After the immunohistochemical procedures, sections containing the
recorded cell were post-fixed in 1% OsO4 in 0.1 M PB containing 7%
glucose, dehydrated, and flat embedded on glass slides in Epon. Stained
neurons were drawn using a 60� or 100� oil-immersion objective with
additional 1.25� magnification and reconstructed three-dimensionally
using the Neurolucida system (MBF Bioscience).

Data analysis. Burst-firing strength was quantified by calculating the
burst ratio (number of spikes discharged within 10 ms interval/total
spike number; see Fig. 2C). Up-states were detected using a method
described by Mukovski et al. (2007). Briefly, the 20 –100 Hz band of the
LFP was extracted, and durations with a high SD in this bandwidth were
defined as Up-states. If two Up-states or two Down-states were separated
by an interval of �40 ms, the two states were extended to fill the gap and
pasted together (Volgushev et al., 2006). Up-/Down-state border cross-
ings for periods �40 ms were not considered as state shifts. To quantify
the timing of firing in Up-states, we normalized each Up duration to 1
(�0.5 to 0.5; see Fig. 3). To evaluate firing time specificity in each cell, the
� 2 test for goodness of fit was used. � 2 values were calculated as
�[(observed � expected)2/expected], where “observed” is the spike
number in each bin, and “expected” is the average spike number.

Figure 2. Spontaneous in vivo firing characteristics of FS, CCS, and CPn cells. A, Distributions of interspike intervals �200 ms for
FS (a), CCS (b), and CPn (c) cells. Inset, spike autocorrelogram. Arrow, median. B, Interspike intervals �200 ms for FS cells (n � 6
in L2/3b, n � 6 in L5a, and n � 9 in L5b), CCS cells (n � 8 in L2/3b, n �15 in L5a, and n � 10 in L5b), and CPn cells (n � 8 in L5a
and n �18 in L5b). These ISI values were smaller in CPn cells than in FS and CCS cells. **p � 0.01, *p � 0.05; post hoc Dunn test.
C, Burst ratios (number of spikes discharged within a 10 ms interval/total spike number). This ratio was larger in CPn cells than in
FS and CCS cells. **p � 0.01, *p � 0.05; post hoc Dunn test.
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Gamma (30–80 Hz) bands in the LFP were digitally filtered in Spike2, and
large troughs that were more than threefold the root mean square amplitude of
those in Down-state duration were detected (see Figs. 5, 6, 7). Detected gamma
troughs were defined as 0° in the cycle. We made phase histograms (20° bin) of

spiketimingrelativetogammatroughsforeachcell,
and the significance of firing modulation was as-
sessed using the Rayleigh test (see Fig. 6). Neurons
with 	90 spikes were used for this analysis. We
computed the mean angle and the angular concen-
tration r,whichwas the lengthof themeanvectorof
all phase angles normalized by the number of
spikes/angle from the phase histograms. To com-
pare the modulated phase angle, a multisample
Watson–Williams test was used. To detect the dis-
tribution uniformity of modulated angles in each
neuron subtype, the Hodges–Ajne test for circular
uniformity was used. To quantify the firing fre-
quencychange fromtheUp-state in theSW-toDS-
state, the DS preference for firing was defined as
(DSf � Upf)/(DSf 
 Upf), where DSf is the firing
frequency in the DS-state and Upf is the firing fre-
quency in the Up-state in the SW (see Fig. 8).

Basic statistical analysis was performed
using Prism (GraphPad Software). Circular
statistics and LFP processing (to detect the Up-
state start/end) were computed in MATLAB
(MathWorks). Data are expressed as the
mean � SD. Statistical significance was set at a
95% confidence level (two-tailed). The Kruskal–
Wallis test was used to confirm significant
differences among subtypes in individual pa-
rameters, followed by a post hoc Dunn test. For
comparison of two cell classes, the Mann–
Whitney U test and the � 2 test were used.

Results
Identification of recorded neuron types
Two separate projection subtypes of pyra-
midal cells, CCS and CPn cells, were iden-
tified by antidromic firing induced by
electrical stimulation of their projection
sites (Fig. 1A,B). CCS cells were identified
by antidromic firing following contralateral
striatum stimulation (Fig. 1B, top; anti-
dromic latency: 18 � 5 ms, n � 33). CPn
cells antidromically fired following ipsilat-
eral pontine stimulation (antidromic laten-
cy: 6 � 3 ms, n � 26; Fig. 1B, bottom).

In the rat frontal agranular cortex,
L2/3 and L5 can each be divided into two
sublayers, L2/3a and L2/3b, and L5a and
L5b (Morishima et al., 2011; see Materials
and Methods). Compared with the more
superficial “a” layers, L2/3b and L5b have
denser immunoreactivity for the VGluT2
(Fig. 1C) and are considered to be a more
significant thalamic input-recipient zone.
After recording unit activity, we labeled re-
corded neurons with juxtacellular injection
of Neurobiotin. The laminar positions of la-
beled neurons (L2/3b, L5a, and L5b) were
identified by VGluT2 immunohistochemis-
try (Fig. 1C).

Units that were not antidromically acti-
vated, had narrower spike widths (Fig. 1D),
and a nonpyramidal dendritic shape (Fig.

1F, right) were classified as FS cells, as these cells were frequently
positive for parvalbumin (15 of 21 cells tested; Fig. 1F, left). The
second phase of unit waveforms, which deflected in the negative

Figure 3. Cell type-dependent firing specificity during Up-states. A, Examples of Up-states detected from the LFP and
the simultaneously recorded unit activity of an FS cell. Large deviations in the 20 –100 Hz component of the LFP were used
to detect Up-states. S, Start of Up-state; E, end of Up-state. B, Left, Medians of actual firing times measured from Up start
in individual cells. FS cells fired earlier than CPn cells (*p � 0.05, post hoc Dunn test). Right, Medians of actual firing times
of first spikes measured from Up start during each Up-state in individual cells. First spike timings were earlier in FS cells
than in CCS or CPn cells (**p � 0.01). C, Left, medians of normalized firing times of all Up spikes in individual cells. FS and CCS cells
tended to exhibit peak firing during the early Up-state (#p�0.05, one-sample t test), whereas CPn cells tended to exhibit peak firing in the
late Up-state (##p � 0.01). FS and CCS cells fired earlier than CPn cells (**p � 0.01, post hoc Dunn test), with FS cells having higher � 2

values (color-coded scale; see D for� 2 values). Right, Medians of first spike timings in normalized Up-states for individual cells. Most FS and
CCS cells showed first spikes in the early Up-state (#p�0.05, one-sample t test). First spike timings were earlier in FS cells than in CPn cells
(**p�0.01),andearlier inCCScellsthaninCPncells(*p�0.05). D,SpikedistributionsinfivedivisionsoftheUp-stateandtheir� 2 values.
Da, Early Up firing of an FS cell. Db, Temporally uniform firing of a CCS cell during Up-states. Dotted line, Mean spike number. E, � 2 value
differences among three groups ( p � 0.01). � 2 values of FS cells were larger than those of CCS or CPn cells (**p � 0.01, *p � 0.05,
respectively), and values of CPn cells were larger than those of CCS cells (*p � 0.05). Horizontal red lines indicate median values.
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direction, was narrower in FS cells (0.52 � 0.07 ms, n � 21) than in
CCS cells (0.79 � 0.07 ms, n � 33) or CPn cells (0.74 � 0.11 ms, n �
26; p�0.01, post hoc Dunn test; Fig. 1D,E). In the following sections,
we compare unit activity in these neuron subtypes in each sublayer
during SW- and DS-states.

Burst-firing patterns differ among cell subtypes
Cortical neurons fired mostly during Up-states [ratio of spike
number in Down-states to that in whole SW-states: 0.02 � 0.03 in
FS cells (n � 21); 0.03 � 0.05 in CCS cells (n � 33); and 0.01 �
0.02 in CPn cells (n � 26)]. To characterize the firing patterns of

Figure 4. Temporal specificity of unit firing during Up-states among neuronal subtypes and sublayers. A, Up firing times of FS, CCS, and CPn cells in individual sublayers. The thickness of each sublayer was
normalized to 1. Arrows, Medians of firing time. L2/3b FS cells fired earlier than L5b CPn cells ( p�0.01, post hoc Dunn test). Almost all L2/3b FS cells preferentially fired spikes in the first half of Up-states (##p�
0.01, one-sample t test), while L5b CPn cells fired more preferentially in the latter half of Up-states (##p�0.01). B, Average firing probability during Up-states in individual subtypes. Error bars indicate SDs. The
number of spikes (mean � SD) are as follows: FS cells, 411 � 347 in L2/3b (n � 6 cells), 217 � 115 in L5a (n � 6), and 466 � 664 in L5b (n � 9); CCS cells, 80 � 52 in L2/3b (n � 8), 98 � 71 in L5a (n �
15), and 70�18 in L5b (n�10); CPn cells, 100�62 in L5a (n�8), and 97�64 in L5b (n�18). C, Total spike distribution of FS, CCS, and CPn cell spikes during Up-states in individual sublayers. FS and CPn
cells,butnotCCScells,weredifferentinspiketimebetweensublayers(††p�0.01;posthocDunntestforFSandCCS,andMann–WhitneyUtestforCPncells).FScells inL2/3bandL5a,andCCScells inallsublayers
had biased spike distributions toward the early Up-state (##p � 0.01, one-sample t test), whereas L5b CPn cells had biased spike distributions toward the late Up-state (##p � 0.01). Arrowheads, Medians of
Up spike time in each subgroup.
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individual subtypes in Up-states during SW, we investigated the
instantaneous interspike intervals (ISIs) in FS, CCS, and CPn
cells. Some CPn cells showed skewed ISI distributions with earlier
peaks (�10 ms; Fig, 2Ac), whereas the ISI distributions of CCS
and FS cells were less skewed and had later peaks (Fig. 2Aa,b).
Medians of ISI values �200 ms were smaller in CPn cells (28 � 11
ms) than in CCS cells (43 � 20 ms) or FS cells (40 � 11 ms; p �
0.05; Fig. 2B). The bursting spike ratio (ratio of spikes fired within
a 10 ms interval to total spike number) in CPn cells was higher
than that in both CCS and FS cells (p � 0.01; Fig. 2C). Thus, burst
patterns differed not only between pyramidal and FS cells, but
also between pyramidal cell subtypes.

Temporal specificity of Up-state firing in cortical cells in
individual sublayers
To study temporal firing specificity in each subtype, we quanti-
fied the firing time of individual spikes during Up-states (Fig.
3A). First, we confirmed that Up-state durations used for indi-
vidual analyses did not differ among the neuron subtypes and
sublayers. On this basis, we found that the firing time during
Up-states was different among the three subtypes (p � 0.05,
Kruskal–Wallis test), as follows: FS cells fired earlier (0.37 �
0.13 s; time from start of Up-state) than CPn cells (0.47 � 0.12 s;
p � 0.05, post hoc Dunn test; Fig. 3B, left; CCS cells, 0.40 � 0.10 s).
In particular, the first spike time during Up-states was different
among the three subtypes (p � 0.01, Kruskal–Wallis test): FS cells
fired earlier during Up-states (0.24 � 0.12 s) than both CCS cells
(0.35 � 0.10 s) and CPn cells (0.42 � 0.12 s; p � 0.01, post hoc
Dunn test; Fig. 3B, right).

Next, to quantify the relative timing of activity during Up-
states, we normalized each Up-state duration, identified from the
LFP in L5, to 1 [�0.5 (Up-state start) to 0.5 (Up-state end)] and
obtained the normalized Up-state firing time for individual ac-
tion potentials (Fig. 3A). FS and CCS cells preferentially fired
spikes in the first half of Up-states [Fig. 3C, left; median Up-state
firing time, �0.09 for FS cells (p � 0.05, one-sample t test) and
�0.04 for CCS cells (p � 0.05)], while CPn activity occurred
preferentially in the latter half of Up-states (median, 0.05; p �
0.01). These relative Up-state firing times differed among sub-
types (Fig. 3C, left; p � 0.01, Kruskal–Wallis test): CPn cells fired
later than FS and CCS cells (p � 0.01, post hoc Dunn test). The
normalized Up firing time of first spikes also differed among the
three subtypes (Fig. 3C, right, p � 0.01; median, �0.29 for FS
cells, �0.14 for CCS cells, and �0.07 for CPn cells).

Normalized firing times within Up-states were significantly
correlated with real firing time during Up-states in each subtype
(correlation coefficients were 0.86 in FS cells, 0.55 in CCS cells,
and 0.52 in CPn cells; p � 0.01) and for the first spike during the
Up-state (correlation coefficients were 0.87 in FS cells, 0.62 in
CCS cells, and 0.69 in CPn cells; p � 0.01). Thus, each neuron
showed distinct subtype-specific temporal preferences for action
potential generation during Up-states.

To quantify the temporal distribution of activity during Up-
states, we divided our normalized Up-states into five divisions
and quantified the variance in spike distributions as � 2 values
(Fig. 3D). Significance was tested using � 2 tests for goodness of fit
(Ushimaru et al., 2012; see Materials and Methods). Higher � 2

values indicated larger variances in spike distributions among the
five bins, suggesting a concentration of activity in specific Up-
state subdivisions. � 2 values of 	9.49 indicated uneven distribu-
tions (p � 0.05; see color coding in Fig. 3C). The � 2 values of FS
cells (73.0 � 65.7) were larger than for either of the pyramidal cell
subpopulations (p � 0.05; Fig. 3E), while CPn cells had larger � 2

values (24.0 � 16.9) than CCS cells (11.5 � 8.3; p � 0.05, post hoc
Dunn test).

In addition to the neuron subtypes, we further compared Up
firing times and � 2 values among different sublayers. Almost all
L2/3b FS cells preferentially fired spikes in the first half of Up-
states (Fig. 4A; p � 0.01, one-sample t test), while L5b CPn cells
more preferentially in the latter half of Up-states (p � 0.01).
L2/3b FS cells fired earlier than L5b CPn cells (Fig. 4A; p � 0.01,
post hoc Dunn test). FS cells fired preferentially in the earliest
phase of the Up-state in L2/3b and in the early to middle phases in
L5a and L5b (Fig. 4A, top). Furthermore, spike distributions of
each subtype were compared among the sublayers (Fig. 4B,C).
Spikes from L2/3b FS cells (normalized median, �0.11; n � 2465
spikes) occurred earlier than those from L5a (�0.06; n � 1299)
and L5b FS cells (�0.01; n � 4194; Fig. 4C, top; p � 0.01, post hoc
Dunn test), and spikes from L5a FS cells occurred earlier than
those from L5b cells (p � 0.01). CCS cells, on the other hand,
fired preferentially in the early and middle phases of Up-states,
regardless of their sublayer (Fig. 4A, middle). Total spike distri-
butions in individual sublayers revealed similar firing times
among L2/3b (�0.05; n � 638), L5a (�0.05; n � 1463), and L5b
CCS cells (�0.04; n � 695; Kruskal–Wallis test; Fig. 4C, middle).
However, L5b CPn cells (0.04; n � 1747) exhibited preferential
firing during the late phase of Up-states (Fig. 4A, bottom), while
L5a CPn cells (0.00; n � 800) were active earlier (Fig. 4C, bottom;
p � 0.01, Mann–Whitney U test). Together, these results suggest
that Up-state activities in FS and CPn neurons are cell type and
sublayer dependent, with FS cells, especially those in superficial
layers, firing earliest within Up-states.

On the other hand, � 2 values were relatively independent of
the sublayer. In all sublayers, FS cells had higher � 2 values than
CCS cells [p � 0.01, Mann–Whitney test in L2/3b, p � 0.01 (L5a),
and p � 0.05 (L5b), post hoc Dunn test, respectively; Table 1],
indicating more activity concentration in specific Up-state sub-
divisions. These imply a neuron subtype-dependent firing pref-
erence during the Up-state.

Gamma firing phases differ among cell subtypes
Gamma oscillations, which are more prominent during Up-
states than during Down-states, may facilitate firing synchroni-
zation of cortical neurons (Steriade, 2006; Mena-Segovia et al.,
2008; Puig et al., 2008). We obtained the gamma power in indi-
vidual Up-states of 	170 ms (Up number, 34 � 2.6; five record-
ings). Troughs of the gamma wave during Up-states were
detected when the wave amplitude was threefold larger than the
root mean square amplitude in Down-states. The gamma power
correlated with the trough number during Up-states of those
	170 ms [Fig. 5A; correlation coefficient (c.c.) � 0.43 � 0.16,
p � 0.05; four of five recordings]. The trough number correlated

Table 1. Comparison of �2 value (Up firing time preference) in each subtype

FS CCS CPn
Dunn/MW
(CS test)

L2/3b 80.2 � 52.7 (5/6) 12.4 � 8.9 (4/8) FS 	 CCS (n.s.)
L5a 48.2 � 31.0 (5/6) 10.3 � 9.2 (5/15) 21.8 � 12.3 (7/8) FS 	 CCS

(FS 	 CCS,
CPn 	 CCS)

L5b 84.9 � 88.2 (8/9) 12.6 � 7.1 (5/10) 25.0 � 18.8 (14/18) FS 	 CCS (n.s.)
Dunn/MW

(CS test)
n.s. (n.s.) n.s. (n.s.) n.s. (n.s.)

Data are reported as the mean � SD of �2 values (cells with a value 	9.49 ( p � 0.05)/total number of cells). Dunn,
Significant differences in post hoc Dunn multiple comparison test ( p � 0.05); MW, significant difference in Mann–
Whitney U test ( p � 0.05); CS, significant difference in �2 contingency test ( p � 0.05).
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with the duration of all Up-states (c.c. � 0.87 � 0.07, p � 0.01; all
five recordings). The distribution of gamma troughs was not
uniform during Up-states and their occurrence was lower at
the beginning and ending of Up-states (Fig. 5C).

We investigated whether gamma waves in the local field po-
tential were temporally correlated between the sublayers (Fig.
5D) and between the horizontally distant sites within the same
depth (Fig. 5E) of the frontal cortex. The troughs of gamma waves
were synchronized between L5a and L5b (Fig. 5D; time differ-
ence, �0.20 � 0.46 ms, n � 3), and between two sites within L5b
(Fig. 5E; time difference, �0.18 � 0.57 ms, n � 3), but were not
stably correlated between L2/3b and L5b. These indicate that the
gamma oscillations are synchronized at least within L5 (Destexhe
et al., 1999).

We asked whether cortical subpopulations may show differ-
ential coupling of firing with the Up-state gamma rhythm. There-
fore, we analyzed firing modulation of L5 cells by the gamma

wave recorded at L5. Some FS, CCS, and CPn cells fired in a
gamma-modulated manner (Fig. 6A,B). We quantified the nor-
malized length (angular concentration) and mean angle of vec-
tors using circular analysis (0°, negative trough of the gamma
wave; see Materials and Methods). The angular concentration
was not significantly different among the three neuronal subtypes
(0.17 � 0.07 for FS cells, 0.14 � 0.07 for CCS cells, and 0.14 �
0.10 for CPn cells). Cells with significant gamma modulation
were identified by the Rayleigh test (p � 0.05; modulated cell
number/total cell number; Fig. 6C). The modulated cell propor-
tion was lower in CPn cells than in FS cells (p � 0.05, � 2 test). The
mean angular concentration of modulated cells (vectorial sum)
was 0.17 for FS cells, 0.18 for CCS cells, and 0.15 for CPn cells.
The mean angle of modulated cells was 355° for FS cells, 287° for
CCS cells, and 313° for CPn cells (Fig. 6D). The preferred firing
phase was different among the three subtypes (p � 0.01, three-
sample Watson–Williams test), with FS cells being different from

Figure 5. Gamma waves during Up-states and its synchronization within L5. A, Correlation between the gamma power and wave trough number during Up-states. B, Correlation between the
gamma trough number and Up-state duration. C, Distribution of gamma troughs in Up-states. Their probability was lower at the beginning and ending, and higher around the center of Up-states
(*p � 0.01, one-sample t test assuming the uniform distribution during the Up-state). D, Left, Gamma LFPs recorded from L5a and L5b sites [distance (dist.), 714 �m]. Wave correlation, 0.57.
Center, Cross-correlogram of trough timings at the two sites. The troughs of gamma waves were highly synchronized. Right, Phase relation of gamma-wave troughs (two pairs of recording, dark and
light blue, respectively). Angular concentrations, 0.84 and 0.59, respectively. Phase difference, 5.24° and 1.80°, respectively. Colored contour, Distribution of phase lags between detected gamma
troughs; gray italic number, event number; arrow, mean vector. E, Left, Gamma LFPs recorded from two L5b sites (distance, 660 �m). Wave correlation, 0.75. Center, Cross-correlogram. Right, Phase
relation (two pairs of recording, pink and red, respectively). Angular concentrations, 0.88 and 0.84, respectively; phase difference, 1.74° and 7.55°, respectively.
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both CCS and CPn cells (p � 0.05; two-sample Watson–Will-
iams test; Fig. 6E). Thus, CCS and CPn cells fired in more ad-
vanced phases of gamma oscillation than FS cells in circular
analysis. Furthermore, pyramidal cells fired earlier, by several

milliseconds, than FS cells in firing probability histograms trig-
gered by gamma troughs (Fig. 6F; Hasenstaub et al., 2005). These
observations suggest a firing order of L5 pyramidal and FS cells
during gamma cycles.

Figure 6. Gamma-wave modulation of L5 FS, CCS, and CPn cells. A, Representative traces of the LFP, its gamma-wave component, and the unit activity of an FS cell. B, Spike distributions of
modulated FS, CCS, and CPn cells during gamma cycles. Arrowhead, Mean firing phase (filled, FS; open, CCS and CPn). Cycles are shown twice for clarity. C, Gamma wave-modulated cell ratios. FS cells
were modulated more frequently than CPn cells (†p � 0.05). D, Angular concentration and firing phase of modulated L5 cells in the gamma wave. Gray italic number, Angular concentration;
arrowhead, angle of mean vector; black marked circles indicate the neuron shown in B. FS, CCS, and CPn cells had preferred firing phases (#p�0.01, Hodges–Ajne test). E, Firing phases of modulated
FS, CCS, and CPn cells. Phase distributions of FS cells were different from those of CCS cells (**p � 0.01; two-sample Watson–Williams test) and CPn cells (*p � 0.05). F, Average of the gamma wave
(top) and trough-triggered spike distributions of an FS cell (black) and a CPn cell (gray). Arrows indicate the peaks in each subtype (time difference, 4 ms).
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Then we analyzed the relation of the Up firing time and
gamma modulation in individual cells. The distribution of spikes
was independent of that of the gamma trough recorded at the
same set of Up-states (Fig. 7A). There was no clear relation be-
tween Up firing time and the gamma-modulated angle (Fig. 7B)
or angular concentration in L5 cortical neuron subtypes.

Cell subtype- and sublayer-specific firing characteristics of
cortical neurons during DS- and Up-states
The membrane potential of cortical neurons during the DS-state
is depolarized to a level similar to that occurring in Up-states
during SWs (Destexhe et al., 2007). However, we found that Up-
states were larger in gamma power than DS-states (p � 0.05 in all
of five recordings; Mann–Whitney U test). The gamma power
ratio of DS- to Up-states was 0.50 � 0.14. We therefore wondered
whether the activity of cortical neuron subpopulations during
DS-states is similar to that occurring during Up-states. To exam-
ine state-dependent firing characteristics, we continuously re-
corded unit activity in both SW- and DS-states for individual cells
(Fig. 8A, top and bottom, respectively), and compared firing fre-
quencies between Up-states and DS-states. Some neurons
showed higher firing frequencies during Up-states than during
DS-states (Up-active; Fig. 8A, left), but others had higher firing
frequencies in DS-states (DS-active; Fig. 8A, right). FS cells ex-
hibited higher firing frequencies than CCS and CPn cells in Up-
states as well as in SW-states as a whole (Table 2; p � 0.01, post hoc
Dunn test). On the other hand, in DS-states, FS and CPn cells
exhibited higher firing frequencies than CCS cells (p � 0.01 and
p � 0.05, respectively).

To quantify firing frequency changes between Up- and DS-
states, we calculated preference values for firing during Up-states
and DS-states for each neuron (Fig. 8B; see Materials and Meth-
ods; values from �1 to 1; 1, DS-only activity; �1, Up-only activ-
ity). DS preference values were variable among FS cells, while L5a
and L5b CCS cells preferentially fired during Up-states (p � 0.01,
one sample t test); CPn cells did not exhibit preferences between
Up- and DS-states. In L5b, Up-active cells were more numerous
among CCS cells than among CPn cells (Fig. 8B; p � 0.05, post hoc
Dunn test). To confirm the consistency of DS preferences, we
analyzed two DS-states recorded at different times (10 cells). The
DS preference was obtained for both the first and second DS-
states. The two DS preferences for the same cells were similar
(change from the first to second DS preference: �0.02 � 0.29,
p � 0.82), suggesting the reproducibility of the DS preference.

We found the firing differences among the cortical cell sub-
types in Up-state firing times and their selectivity (� 2 values) as
well as firing changes from the SW Up-states to DS-states (DS
preference; Fig. 8C). FS cells were larger in � 2 values and earlier in
Up firing time. Most L2/3b FS cells exhibited early Up firing and
had negative DS preferences (i.e., were Up-preferring; five of six
cells). Between the pyramidal cell subtypes, CCS cells fired more
in the early part of Up-states, whereas CPn cells fired more in the
later part. � 2 values were larger in CPn cells than in CCS cells, and
DS preferences were more negative (Up-preferring) in CCS cells.
DS-active CPn cells were mostly late Up firing (15 of 17 cells).
These confirmed that firing activity during Up-states and state
preference of firing depend on the cell subtype and its sublayer.

Figure 7. Gamma-wave modulation of cortical cells in Up-states. A, Gamma trough (gray line) and spike (white bar) distributions recorded at the same set of Up-states. Firing distributions of
three FS cells were shown, as follows: Aa, biased to early Up-states; Ab, not biased to either early or late Up-states; Ac, biased to late Up-states. Arrows, median value in gamma trough time (gray)
and spike time (black). These indicate that the temporal firing preferences of individual FS cells were independent of the overall gamma trough distributions. B, Relationship between Up firing time
and gamma-modulated angle in L5 FS, CCS, and CPn cells. Cycles are shown twice for clarity.
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Firing patterns of L5 pyramidal projection cells
Next we compared physiological properties of L5 CCS and CPn
cells directly, since L2/3 and L5 cells may have fundamentally
different characteristics, even sharing the same external targets
(Ueta et al., 2013). Between L5 pyramidal subtypes, CPn cells had

narrower waveforms than CCS cells (Table 3). The interspike
interval was shorter and the burst ratio was higher in CPn cells.
CPn cells fired later than CCS cells in Up first spikes and in entire
Up spike times of individual cells, and in total spike distributions.
CPn cells had higher � 2 values than CCS cells, and more cells had

Figure 8. State dependency of firing and its relation to Up-state firing times. A, Firing frequency comparisons between Up-state activity in the SW-state (top) and during the DS-state
(bottom). Examples of an Up-active cell with higher firing frequencies in Up-states than in DS-states (left) and a DS-active cell having higher firing frequencies in DS-states than in
Up-states (right). B, DS preferences of FS, CCS, and CPn cells in individual sublayers (1, firing only during DS-states, but not in Up-state; �1, firing only in Up-state, but not in DS-states).
In L5a and L5b CCS cells, most cells were Up-active (#p � 0.01, one-sample t test). In L5b, Up-active cells were more numerous among CCS cells than among CPn cells (*p � 0.05, post
hoc Dunn test). Red line, Median. C, Firing sequences during Up-states according to neuron subtype and sublayer position. Pink color shows cortical sublayer with stronger VGluT2
immunoreactivity. FS cells showed prominent temporal firing selectivity during Up-states. Firing phase during gamma oscillations differed between L5 FS and L5 pyramidal cells, and CPn
cells fired in a more burst-like manner.

Table 2. Firing frequency in each subtype

FS (n � 21) CCS (n � 33) CPn (n � 26) Dunn

SW-state firing frequency (Hz)
Whole 3.73 � 4.31 (2.78) 0.65 � 0.56 (0.51) 0.90 � 0.71* (0.70) FS 	 CCS, CPn
Up-state 5.30 � 5.97 (3.95) 1.27 � 0.74† (1.07) 1.49 � 0.93 (1.39) FS 	 CCS, CPn

DS-state firing frequency (Hz) 5.15 � 6.11 (3.40) 0.84 � 1.10 (0.40) 1.90 � 1.65 (1.35) FS, CPn 	 CCS

Data are reported as the mean � SD (median). n, Number of cells; Dunn, significant differences in post hoc Dunn multiple-comparisons test ( p � 0.05).

*p � 0.05, †p � 0.01, Mann–Whitney U test for SW- or Up-state versus DS-state firing frequency.
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preferred firing times in CPn than in CCS cells. CCS cells pre-
ferred firing during Up-states compared with DS-states, but CPn
cells were more diverse in their DS preference. These quantitative
differences indicate that L5 CCS and CPn cells were distinct in
intrinsic, circuit oscillation, and state-dependent firing charac-
teristics (Table 3).

Previously, we analyzed firing characteristics of L5 corticotha-
lamic (CTh) cells (Ushimaru et al., 2012). L5 CTh cells are a
subpopulation of the CPn group in both L5a and L5b (Hirai et al.,
2012; Ueta et al., 2014). Then we compared the firing pattern
between L5 CPn and CTh cells. The CPn and CTh cells were
similar in most parameters shown in Table 3 and in firing mod-
ulation by gamma oscillation (CTh cells: modulated ratio, 0.50;
mean angle, 299°; angular concentration, 0.12 � 0.06; unpub-
lished data). However, they were different in total spike Up dis-
tribution and DS/Up preference. The total spike Up distribution
(median) was 0.00 in CTh cells (n � 24; sublayer unidentified),
earlier than that in CPn cells, and later than that in CCS cells (p �
0.01). The DS/Up preference was �0.42 � 0.54 in CTh cells
smaller than CPn cells, but the cell distributions were biased nei-
ther to DS nor to Up preference in both CPn and CTh cells. These
values suggest that L5 CTh cells share most firing characteristics
with CPn cells, but are earlier in Up firing and more Up-active in
the whole CPn group.

Firing sequence of thalamic and cortical cell subtypes during
up/down cycles
The above observations revealed that cortical cells fire preferen-
tially during Up-states, rather than during Down-states, and that
the timing of activity during Up-states depends on neuron sub-
type (Fig. 8C). On the other hand, the activity of neurons in the
Rt, ventrolateral (VL), and ventral anterior/ventromedial (VA/
VM) thalamic nuclei occurs during both Up- and Down-states
(Ushimaru et al., 2012). Using previously obtained data on thalamic
cell firing (Ushimaru et al., 2012), we compared spike-timing distri-
butions during Up/Down cycles among cortical and thalamic cell

subtypes. Many spikes in thalamic cells occurred during the Down-
state, as follows: 16% in VA/VM cells; 12% in Rt cells; and 19% in VL
cells, all more than in cortical cells (Fig. 9A).

Spike numbers were examined in individual periods (bin �
0.05; normalized to 1 in each state) in a Down/Up sequence.
Changes in spike number around the Up start (change per 0.1 bin
width) were 0.09 in VA/VM cells, 0.03 in VL cells, 0.08 in Rt cells,
0.08 in FS cells, 0.02 in CCS cells, and 0.01 in CPn cells, indicating
the active firing of thalamic and FS cells around the beginning of
Up-states (Fig. 9B).

After the onset of Up-states, discharge of thalamic and cortical
cells further increased. Among the cortical cells, FS and CCS cells
increased faster than CPn cells as a whole; among the thalamic
cells, VA/VM and Rt cells increased faster than VL cells (Fig. 9B).
Notably, FS and CPn cells showed sublayer dependence in their
firing distributions (Fig. 9C). These analyses confirm that firing
activity increases in thalamic cells in advance of that in cortical
cells during the Down-state-to-Up-state transition, and that the
spike distribution during Up-states is dependent on the cortical
and thalamic cell subtypes.

Discussion
To understand the temporal organization of cell type-specific
activity during Up-states and DS-states, we analyzed neural ac-
tivity in vivo during SW- and DS-states in CCS, CPn, and FS cells
in L2/3b to L5b. In L5, some neurons in each cell type showed
phase locking with gamma cycles, with FS neurons being out of
phase with pyramidal cells (both CCS and CPn cells). At the
transition from Down- to Up-states, we observed a distinct tem-
poral order of activity. Thalamic neurons exhibited the earliest
firing, which began during Down-states before the transition to
Up-states. FS cells, especially those in L2/3b, exhibited the earliest
Up-state activity, followed by activity in CCS cells, and finally in
CPn cells. These results suggest that following thalamic input to
the cortex, specific cortical output channels are activated in a
temporally well organized sequence during Up-states. Further,
our results show that the firing characteristics of L5 pyramidal
cells during Up-states, and during DS-states, are differentiated
according to projection subtypes.

Neuron subtype-dependent firing time during the Up/Down
cycle and its relation to connection directionality
Shortly after Up-state initiation, as a whole, FS cells exhibited
spike discharges that preceded the firing of CCS and CPn cells.
CCS cells did not differ in their Up-state firing time specificity
across sublayers, whereas FS and CPn cells in more superficial
sublayers showed earlier Up-state firing times than did those in
deeper sublayers. These firing time differences suggest that dur-
ing Up-states, cortical neurons do not fire randomly but generate
temporally organized firing sequences that may depend on the
strength of their direct thalamocortical input and subcortical
projection site.

While it has been assumed that the activation of L5 pyramidal
cells initiates cortical Up-states (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick,
2000; Chauvette et al., 2010), thalamic inputs may play an impor-
tant role in driving cortical Up-states (Contreras and Steriade,
1995; Rigas and Castro-Alamancos, 2007; Crunelli and Hughes,
2010), as thalamic activation can affect cortical states (Poulet et
al., 2012). We previously reported that L5 corticothalamic cells
fire only during Up-states, while some thalamic cells fire
throughout Down/Up cycles (Ushimaru et al., 2012). It is espe-
cially noteworthy that some thalamic cells in the VA/VM and Rt
nuclei selectively increase firing immediately before Up-state ini-

Table 3. Comparisons among L5 pyramidal cell subtypes

L5 CCS cells (n � 25)
�L5a (n � 15),
L5b (n � 10)

L5 CPn cells (n � 26)
�L5a (n � 8),
L5b (n � 18)

Spike shape (ms)
First phase duration 0.43 � 0.09 0.41 � 0.11
Second phase duration 0.80 � 0.08 0.74 � 0.11*

ISI during SW-state (ms) (�200 ms) 41 � 14 28 � 11†
Burst ratio 0.16 � 0.13 0.35 � 0.20†
Up-state 1st spike time (median)

normalized (�0.5 to 0.5)
�0.16 � 0.10 �0.04 � 0.14†

Up-state firing time (median)
normalized (�0.5 to 0.5)

�0.03 � 0.08 0.06 � 0.09†

Up-state early/late bias (cell
distribution)

n.s. Late-biased‡

�2 value among 5 Up divisions 11.2 � 8.3 24 � 16.9†
Cells with preferred Up time§ 10 (40%) 21 (81%)¶
Up-state firing frequency (Hz) 1.26 � 0.74 1.49 � 0.93
DS-state firing frequency (Hz) 0.74 � 0.98 1.90 � 1.65†
DS/Up preference (�1 to 
 1) �0.45 � 0.48 �0.01 � 0.52†
DS/Up bias (cell distribution) Up-biased‡ n.s.

Data are the reported as the mean � SD. Normalized time: �0.5, Up start; 0, Up center; �0.5, Up end. DS/Up
preference: �1, Up-only activity; 
1, DS-only activity.

*p � 0.05; †p � 0.01 (Mann–Whitney U test).

‡p � 0.01 (one-sample t test); n.s., no significance (one-sample t test).

§Cells with p � 0.05 from �2 test for goodness of fit.

¶ p � 0.01 (�2 test).
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tiation. Our present study demonstrates
that, unlike thalamic neurons, cortical py-
ramidal and FS cells increase their activity
only after the initiation of Up-states (Fig.
9). Recently, thalamic involvement in the
cortical Up-state generation was estab-
lished by pharmacological deafferenta-
tion experiments in the somatosensory
and visual cortex (David et al., 2013; Le-
mieux et al., 2014). These results suggest
that the neocortex itself can generate Up-
states, but that thalamocortical excitatory
inputs make a considerable contribution
to Up-state initiation and the mainte-
nance of regular Up/Down cycles. Tha-
lamic neurons are diverse in their
temporal selectivity of firing during Up/
Down cycles in motor-related nuclei (Fig.
9B,C; Nakamura et al., 2014; Ushimaru et
al., 2012) and in the somatosensory thala-
mus (Slézia et al., 2011). Correspond-
ingly, the propagation of SWs is highly
correlated in the specific thalamic nuclei
and cortical areas (Sheroziya and
Timofeev, 2014). To understand the reg-
ulatory mechanisms by which thalamo-
cortical inputs initiate and maintain
cortical Up-states, it will be necessary to
determine the innervation patterns and
short-term plasticity of thalamocortical
inputs to the various subpopulations of
cortical neurons (Cruikshank et al., 2012).

It is assumed that depolarization dur-
ing Up-states is maintained by intracorti-
cal excitatory connections (Sanchez-Vives
and McCormick, 2000; Hasenstaub et al.,
2005), and that Up-states are predomi-
nantly generated in deeper layers (Amzica
and Steriade, 1998; Chauvette et al.,
2010). Indeed, optogenetic stimulation of
infragranular neurons can generate slow
oscillations in cortex (Beltramo et al.,
2013). Here we found that the firing time
of L5 pyramidal cells during Up-states was
dependent on their projection site: the fir-
ing of CCS cells preceded that of CPn cells.
This firing delay between subtypes likely
corresponds to the unidirectional connec-
tivity from CCS to CPn cells within L5
(Morishima and Kawaguchi, 2006; Kiri-
tani et al., 2012). This temporal organiza-
tion of activity among cortical neuron
subtypes suggest that depolarization dur-
ing the first half of the Up-state may be
maintained by thalamocortical afferents
and recurrent excitatory inputs from CCS
cells, whereas depolarization during the
second half of the Up-state may be main-
tained by increased CPn activity, sup-
ported by their intrinsic recurrent
connectivity of higher reciprocity, facili-
tating synaptic transmission (Morishima
et al., 2011).

Figure 9. Firing time comparisons among the cortical and thalamic cells during whole Down/Up cycles. A, Spike distributions
among four temporal divisions during Down/Up cycles. B, Spike distributions during a cycle from Down-start to Up-end in thalamic
cells (VA/VM, VL, and Rt) and also in cortical cells (FS, CCS, and CPn). Individual Up- and Down-state durations were normalized to
1. S, Start of Down- or Up-state; E, end of Down- or Up-state. Top, Spike number density (bin width, 0.05). Inset, Enlargement
around Up initiation (dotted area). Bottom, Cumulative spike probability. Number of Down/Up sequences was 3542 in FS cells (n�
21), 5619 in CCS cells (n � 33), 4584 in CPn cells (n � 26), 6163 in VA/VM cells (n � 30), 2578 in VL cells (n � 12), and 2141 in
Rt cells (n � 10). Data on thalamic cell firing were taken from our previous report (Ushimaru et al., 2012). C, Cumulative spike
probability in FS and CPn cells in individual sublayers in addition to the thalamic cells. Dotted line shows the data from thalamic cells
(in the same manner as in B).
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Firing phase specificity of cortical cells during
gamma oscillations
It is reported that LFP negativity is associated with increased unit
activities in the natural sleep and awake cat cortex (Destexhe et
al., 1999). Consistent with this report, we observed the unit ac-
tivities around the negativity of the gamma oscillation during
Up-states. Gamma oscillation is thought to involve synchronous
firing of a population of pyramidal neurons, followed by the
transmission of the integrated information to downstream cells
at the next processing stage (Womelsdorf et al., 2007; Shao et al.,
2013). We did not observe differences in gamma firing phases
between L5 CCS and CPn cells, suggesting the synchronous
transfer of information from these two projection subtypes.

L5 CCS and CPn cells fired in a similar phase of the gamma
wave, but FS cells demonstrated phase delay with respect to firing
from pyramidal cells (Hasenstaub et al., 2005). This firing se-
quence may reflect mechanisms by which gamma oscillation is
generated. In the frontal cortex, FS cells receive nonselective con-
vergent inputs from CPn and CCS cells with similar probabilities.
When FS cells are electrically coupled via gap junctions, they
prefer to receive convergent excitatory inputs from common py-
ramidal cells (Otsuka and Kawaguchi, 2013). Pyramidal cells are
often connected reciprocally with FS cells (Holmgren et al., 2003;
Yoshimura and Callaway, 2005; Otsuka and Kawaguchi, 2009).
Therefore, during individual cycles of gamma oscillation, the
phase delay of FS neurons likely reflects the following scenario:
populations of electrically coupled FS cells, driven by the syn-
chronized output from presynaptic pyramidal cells, and the sub-
sequent inhibition and rebound excitation of those pyramidal
cell populations (Hasenstaub et al., 2005). It is reported that two
different subtypes of PV-positive FS cells, axo-axonic and basket
cells, fire with different timing in gamma oscillation (Massi et al.,
2012). This suggests a further complex mechanism to control the
gamma oscillation-related neural circuit.

State dependence of cortical neuron firing
Laminar differences in activity between the SW- and DS-states
have been reported previously. In the auditory cortex, neurons in
superficial layers tend to be SW-active, while neurons in deeper
layers exhibit more heterogeneity in state dependency (Sakata
and Harris, 2012). Our present results support this laminar spec-
ificity, in that neurons in L2/3b tended to be Up-active, while L5
neurons were more heterogeneous in their firing preferences
(Fig. 8B).

We have reported that FS cells firing in the first half of the
Up-state tend to be SW-active (Puig et al., 2008). Consistent with
this, we confirmed that most L2/3b FS cells that fired in the first
half of the Up-states exhibited Up-active firing patterns. Further-
more, Up-state firing time preferences, and state dependences,
were characteristic of CCS and CPn cells. CCS cells were more
likely to be Up-active than CPn neurons. These Up-active firing
cells might correspond to the “Wake-silent” pyramidal cells (Ru-
dolph et al., 2007). During DS-states, the spontaneous activity of
CPn cells was higher than that of CCS cells in L5. It is possible that
increases in acetylcholine concentration during DS-states may
selectively promote sustained activity in CPn rather than CCS
neurons (Dembrow et al., 2010; Wester and Contreras, 2013).

Function of projection-dependent firing sequences
during Up-states
In L5, CCS cells transmit their activity unidirectionally to CPn
cells (Morishima et al., 2011; Morita et al., 2012). In addition to
the striatum, CCS cells project to area 36 of the perirhinal cortex

(Hirai et al., 2012; Ueta et al., 2014). Area 36 is connected to the
hippocampus through area 35 (Burwell and Amaral, 1998) and in
turn projects to L2/3b of the frontal cortex (Y. Ueta and Y. Kawa-
guchi, unpublished observations). Thus, during the first half of
Up-states, CCS cells and the perirhinal cortex may excite each
other, with L2/3 dendrites of CCS cells receiving memory infor-
mation from the hippocampus. During the second half of
Up-states, reciprocal excitation of CPn cells, including cortico-
thalamic cells (Hirai et al., 2012), may hold the CCS-acquired
information on-line for a time. It has been proposed that synaptic
connections are restructured during SWs (Louie and Wilson,
2001; Euston et al., 2007), suggesting that the fronto-perirhinal
corticocortical loop may be reorganized during the first half of
Up-states, whereas the frontal corticothalamic loop may be re-
modeled during the second half of Up-states.

In this study, we found that two different subcortical projec-
tion cells, L5 CCS and CPn cells, differ in their temporal firing
preferences during Up-states, in addition to their intrinsic elec-
trical properties, connection patterns, and synaptic transmission
characteristics, as previously reported (Morishima and Kawagu-
chi, 2006; Morishima et al., 2011). Considered from the external
projection sites, CCS cells might be related more to the declar-
ative memory, whereas CPn cells might be related more to the
procedural memory. But both subtypes directly project to the
striatum. Therefore, we propose the existence of phase-
dependent information processing within Up-states in both the
frontal cortex and striatum, using the temporally organized
CCS–CPn system.
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